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Acrylic Made Easy: Portraits is a fitting addition to Walter Foster&#039;s new dynamic technique

and project-driven series devoted to introducing aspiring artists to the fun and engaging world of

acrylic painting. Painting portraits is a fundamental subject for any beginning-to-intermediate artist.

With a fresh and simple approach, Acrylic Made Easy: Portraits teaches fine artists everything they

need to know about setting up and rendering beautiful, dynamic portraits in acrylic. Beginning with

an introduction to a variety of tools and materials, artists will learn how to select the right brushes,

palettes, paints, paper, and surfaces for their work. Acrylic Made Easy: Portraits also provides

valuable information about color theory and mixing for skin tones, planning a composition, and

achieving proper perspective. Additionally, artists will learn a range of basic painting techniques,

including glazing, scumbling, and stippling, as well as how to paint from photographs, create

ambient lighting, arrange a composition, work with multiple subjects, and more. Through simple

step-by-step projects, artists will discover how to approach a portrait, beginning with a sketch and

progressing to a beautiful finished piece of acrylic artwork. With a diverse range of subjects, artists

will find guidance, tips, and stunning artwork to inspire on virtually every page.
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More than 85 years ago, Walter FosterÃ¢â‚¬â€•a well-known artist, instructor, and

collectorÃ¢â‚¬â€•began producing art instruction books from his home in Laguna Beach,

CA.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â  He originally wrote, illustrated, printed, bound, packaged, shipped, and distributed



them himself. Although Walter passed away in 1981 at the age of 90, his legacy continues in a

growing product line. Walter Foster Publishing now provides how-to books and kits to millions of

enthusiastic artists worldwide who enjoy the rewards of learning how to draw and paint. People who

have never before picked up a paintbrush or drawing pencil have discovered their artistic talents

through his easy-to-follow instruction books.

I just received the book, it is smaller than I thought, 6"*9" but, the example photos are large enough

to see, the info is good, some good basic info and then the detailed color mixing and "how to" paint

and layer is very good info. Discusses colors I have not seen, look forward to getting them.

very nice book...fast delivery

I am using this book to help me on only my 2nd portrait painting. I know that his is going to be very

helpful. Have read it all through and orderd a couple of new paint colors to try. Hoping for success

with it! Know it will be very beneficial. Am doing background right now. Can' wait. Had my own

decorative business the broad board for 25 years.

What a helpful and good book on painting portraits. Love it...

A rather thin book. Some good pointers.

I returned this book as I did not order it in the first place

Wife was pleased w/this gift.
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